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Trying a new ingredient.

Falling in love with a dish he will later re-
interpret.

A little bit about his life.

Jesse & Anthony working together.

Food Unites. Feel Good Food Stories.

Introducing one of Rose and Sons employees. 
(there is a very distinct and palpable culture of 
employees at Rose and Sons. It would be great 
to be able to portray this to the public)

An interesting kitchen process.

An interesting store Anthony shops at.

An interesting supplier.
A restaurant Anthony frequents. (this might 

be attention to competition, but if it’s kept at 
‘ethnic’ restaurants, it could show the way he’s 
rounded his 

Anthony around the globe. When Anthony 
travels, it would be interesting to see what 
things he finds interesting.

Is there any social cause that Rose and Sons 
is supporting? If so, it would be highlighting. 
(giving leftovers to food bank, donating, 
charities supported by Rose and Sons, etc.)

Is there any ingredient that comes from 
an unusual source? This would be worth 
highlighting.

Re-posting interesting pictures taken at the 
restaurant by customers. (I’ve seen you’ve 
done this a little bit. That’s awesome! That’s 
one of the things that inspires people to post 

more of those pictures. To feel like they’re 
contributing to the business they love)
Stories of ingredients, wine, cocktail, cider. 
(or at least close descriptions and if relevant, 
where they come from)

Groupie appreciation. Is there a customer that 
comes a lot, or from the beginning of Rose 
and Sons? Is there someone who represents 
a demographic that frequents Rose and 
Sons who could share her experience? (The 
pregnant lady with the pickle craving, the 
meathead, the vegetarian that has the tomato 
soup and the grilled cheese). We could portray 
them and speak about them and they can say 
why they love the place.

Life on the road. When Rose and Sons travels, 
it would be great to see a little bit of the 
challenges and preparation that it takes. Kind 
of like a music band Road trip.

Social Media &
Newsletter Content



The Monthly Anthony
or Rose & Sons Weekly

An image rich email newsletter that outlines the 4 weekly menus, 
the 4 stories about the menus and a culinary (or otherwise) 

adventure by Anthony. 

Both print and digital.





This is a story about Rose and Sons the restaurant where the main character is also Rose and Sons the 
restaurant and will thus be known as R&S for the remainder of this story. I want to tell you that R&S is a he 
and a she and furthermore for the consideration of you the reader, the stranger shall and could be known 
as an it.

It and or R&S is my very first restaurant, so much so that this is the truth and so much so that it could be 
referred to as my first child for the record. That being said it is with dismay to my other children, all five of 
them (names not to be mentioned here at this time as it would be time consuming and this story is about 
R&S but also not to deflect that all of my children are important) that R&S is my favorite child. 

It is very easy to say this with ease as I, as a Father have only one child and I can say without a doubt that 
he, Simon is my favorite child. 

Being my favorite is to say that the affinity he and I have is emotional as a mother would say the same thing 
as her first birthing but would probably never admit that just because this first birth is the most trying 
that said child from said birth is her favorite for the sole reason of that child being her first. Not publicly 
anyways as that would seem callus and un sensitive only if that mother had other subsequent births of 
children where I with only one child am comfortably without a doubt saying that Simon is my favorite 
child.

To say I digress is an understatement. Recently in a assessment I took to see if I have ADHD, one of the 
questions and or many of the questions asked if I rambled or spoke to things other than the subject at hand. 
I said no, repeatedly which means that all of the above is exactly very important information and on point

According to Kurt Vonnegut Junior the following should be at the beginning of this story.
R&S is changing a little in the next few weeks.

1-Jesse Grasso is the new chef. He is very important amongst chefs in this country and beyond. His ability 
to love is extravagant and seeing him talk about influences of this man’s life brings tears to this father’s 
bloodshot eyes. (insert photo of jesse grasso but leave this detail in brackets as is for comic relief).  

2-The soft serve ice cream machine has moved to the front of the restaurant and has therefore become a 
major character in this story from a supporting. Blessed be he and the Banana Split.

3-R&S has been mentioned in many news outlets around the world as the inventor of the “Bacon and Eggs”. 
To me to be copied forever as and as much as “they lived happily ever after” or “hello, nice to see you the 
weather is great today” or “where the fuck is the first chapter of the book we are paying you to write!?”.

4-I have installed a shelf over the bar holding many useless tchockes plus wine and wine glasses we 
actually think as not useless at all.

5-On the front window of R&S I have painted in quotations the words A Very Serious Restaurant. Truth be 
told it is a very serious restaurant and both my Mother and my Sister tell me this all of the time including 
that they love me and that they support me and that they trust me. Also to be noted both my sister and 
mother and maybe even my sister in law Lindsi, although she never mentioned it to me hated the last email 
blast all you readers and strangers loved and that this hatred came from my inherent narcissim and mostly 
that I have already told everyone that will listen countless times that I am a great and passionate gentle 
lover although my girlfriend Kayla can and will and does attend to this statement.

6-I am a passionate and gentle, giving and sensitive lover

7-Jesse Grasso and myself are changing some of the menu every week to be served 5 days of the week to be 
influenced from major influences in our lives. 

8-Sign up here

9-as Leanord Cohen has recently said and as Moses said to the Lord offering up Issaac for sacrifice and as 
many many jews have said before and will for as time goes on and as Jonathon safren says in his new book 
published by Random House and gifted to me by my editor Zoey “Hineni”

(Like a blog.)
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